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28th January 2021 

WCMUK Mini-Conference - for all WCMUK Members & chaplains 

SUPPORTING THOSE MADE REDUNDANT SEMINAR   

Wednesday Feb 3rd, 2 – 3.30 pm, CLICK HERE TO BOOK YOUR PLACE 

  
The aim of the virtual Mini-Conference is for workplace chaplains and other members of ‘Workplace Chaplaincy Mission UK’ 

to explore our shared experience in faith-based ministry within the context of the economy, focus on a topical theme and 

meet – virtually – for mutual support and contact. Limited to 90 minutes, time will be given to meeting one another, but also 

an element of training, with speakers bringing their knowledge and wisdom to the Network.  

 

Our guest speakers on this occasion will be Dave Chapman and Patricia White from Birmingham, whose expertise is in 

helping the Church, and individuals, respond to the experience of unemployment, a very real focus at the moment as the 

pandemic impacts the economy and jobs across many sectors. Dave is the Church Partnership Manager of ‘Jericho’, a social 

enterprise based in Balsall Heath, Birmingham, that has a track record of supporting those experiencing unemployment, 

and helping churches set up their own support project. Patricia is CEO of ‘Suited for Success’, a charity helping people back 

into work, and runs the Ladywood Job Club.  

 

 
 

 

 

Worldwide concerns for people’s well-being - physical, mental, and 

economic – are unprecedented in living memory.  Each of us will be anxious 

for those whom we love or for ourselves.  As chaplains we also have a sense 

of frustration that lockdowns prevent us from enjoying those face-to-face 

contacts which are the essence of our ministry, at a time when a listening 

ear and an encouraging word would be especially valuable to people.   

Perhaps this time gives us an opportunity to reflect on our chaplaincy. 

What’s our distinctive perspective as chaplains?  What can we do while we 

wait? 

Whenever we visit workplaces, we do so as disciples of Christ.  We are being 

shaped by our faith that He died and rose again, opening a way for humanity 

and the whole created order to be reconciled to God (Colossians 1: 15-20).  

The events of the first Easter are the focus of our scriptures, which stretch 

from creation to the eventual renewal and restoration of all things.    

God placed humanity, made in His image, in His good creation and gave 

them work to do.  As chaplains we affirm the God given worth of both worker 

and work.  Our faith in God gives us some idea of His purposes, why He 

made us and where creation will end up, when He makes all things new.  

We will recognise the many ways in which things, as they are now, fall far 

short of what God intends. 

We can use our waiting and express our frustration into prayer.  It is about 

holding the world we see from day to day together with a vision of what God 

is bringing into being, longing to see transformation in lives and situations. 

And we can be ready, when the world gets back to normal, to be part of that 

transformation. 

 

  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

FAITH & WORK  

by Revd Bill Mash, Retired Team Leader of Black Country Urban Industrial Mission 

 

Images of BCUIM chaplains on visits  

(pre-pandemic) 
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